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PREFACE 
The work described in this report was performer! by the Guidance and 
Control Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the NASAl Ames 
Advanced Space Projects Office, and was fil'st presented at the XXVth 
Congress of the International Astronautical Federation, 
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ABSTRACT 
This report deals with onboard optical approach guidance measurements 
for s"in-stabilized Pioneer-type spacecraft to improve spacecraft targeting 
accuracy and onboard fuel economy by supplementing earth-based radio 
navigation. Approach guidance measurement accuracy l'cquirements vs 
advanced Pioneer mission requirements are 
gated in this report is a V-slit star tracker. 
outlined. The sensor investi-
The application concept and 
operation principle of the sensor are discussed within the context of approach 
guidance measurements and measurables. It is also shown that the accuracy 
of onboard optical approach guidance measurements is inherently coupled to 
the stability characteristics of the spacecraft spin axis. Extensive sets of 
geometrical and physical measurement parameters are presented [or 
Pioneer entry probe missions to Uranus via Jupiter or Saturn flyby. The 
measurement parameters are related to the Uranus encounter phase of both 
missions as well as to 'th!l, Saturn flyby phase of the Saturn-Uranus mission. 
The impact of the measurement parameters on both s-'nsor instrumentation 
and measurement system design is discussed. The need f01' sensing extended 
objects is shown. The report concludes with the indication of the feasibility 
of implementing an onboard approach guidance measurement system for 
Pioneer-type spacecraft. The Appendix briefly describes two Pioneer 10 
onboard measurement experiments performed in May-June 1974 by using 
the imaging photopolarimeter locked on Jupiter in the imaging mode to study 
the spin axis stability of Pioneer-type spacecraft at a fine (-5-10 arc-sec) 
resolution level. 
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APPROACH GUIDANCE FOR OUTER 
PLANET PIONEER MISSIONS 
Antal K. DeJczy 
Member of the Tochnlcal Starr 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
CaUfornl. Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, California 91103 
~~~ 
In tho last Cew years, a great den I or interest 
has developed for in-situ ~nvc8tlgallon of the 
atmospheres of tho outer lJanctd. Sc1cnU£1c rca-
Boning indicates that those atmospheres may 
represent a storehouse or information on the 
evolution oC the solar system. The Outer Solar 
System Selence Advisory Group DC NASA has 
rccommcndod that a sorics or Pioneer-type mis-
sions to be launched to Saturn and U rnnUB in 1979-
1980 be studied In grenter datail. (Ref, 1.) In 
particular, thQ study DC the foUowing twa missions 
has been rccomm~ndcd: 1979 Pioneer Entry Probe 
to Saturn and 1980 Pioneer Entry Probe to Uranus 
via Saturn Flyby or, alternativeLy, via Jupiter 
Flyby. Pursuing these. recommendations, mis-
sion planning studIes have been undertaken for 
Pioneer-type Saturn/Uranus Atmos,pheric Entry 
Probe Mis.ions. (Ref. 2.) 
Joining the mission planning studies, this paper 
deals with an overall paramotric systom analysis 
of the use of an optical approach guidance measure-
ment system onboard a Pioncel'-Lype spin-stabilized 
spacecraft for outer planet missions. For a num-
ber of advanced PianetH" missiolls, a !!radlo plus 
optical ll approach guidanc;e technique has been pro-
posed in previous studies (Refs. 3, 4, 5) to satisfy 
both terminal accuracy requirements and onboard 
fuel economy. Expccted terminal accuracy 
improvements and onboard fuel saving rcsulting 
from a "radio plus optical II guidance and navigation 
have been quantitalively outUned in Ref. 6 Cor three 
di££erent outer Rlanet Pioneer missions. For a 
three-axis stabilized Mariner-type spacecraft, the 
feasibility oC using an onboard TV camera for 
precise terminal guIdance and navigation has 
already been demonstrated at JPL (Refs. 7, 8). 
The approach gUidance measurement system 
investigated in this paper employs a V-slit eiectro-
opticaL "star plppcr ll (Refs. 3, 4, 5). It can be a 
separate instrument or, eventually, combined with 
an onboard "imagingll system (ReI. 9). The sonsor 
concept is similar to that which has success[\.tlly 
been applied to attitude determination oC some c{ 
the earth-orbiting spin~stabilizcd satellites as, 
Cor instance, the OSO-7 satelUte (RcC. 10). 1.·he 
sensor system containa a small telescope (3 deg 
!i~ld-of-vicw) with a V-slit reticle at the linage 
plane, a photomultiplier, and appropriate data 
processing electronics. The slit width ot the V-
shaped reticle is 20 arcsec. The optical axis oC 
the sensor can be gimballud relative to the spac,'3-
craft spin axis. Due to the spacecraft spin, the 
sensor field-of-view scans an annular strip of the 
celestial sphere. As the images of detectable 
stars and the target (satellites of a planet or the 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-726 
planet itself) pass the V - sUt, the photod.tector 
generates 3 sequence oC pulse pairs. The timing 
oC the pulse signatures cnn be used to determine 
the angular position of the target relative to iden-
tifiable reference stars as seen from the 
spacecraft. 
This study considers tht.! usc oC optical measure-
monts of the satellites of Saturn and Uranus against 
I the star background. Measuring the angular posi-
Uon oC the. satelUtes against the star background ilB 
the satellLtes revolve about the planet, the bary-
center of tho system can be determined which Is 
tho souqht data for approach guidance. (Refs. 11 
and 12,) To saUsfy approach guidance accuracy 
requirements, the precision needed tn the deter-
mination oC the relative spacecraft-target direc-
tion is 100 to 150 j.Lrad, which In tUrn reqUires 40 
to 60 I,uad sensor data accuracy. 
Beyond lhe physical characteristics oC the 
V -slit sensor instrumentation, two factors criti-
cally infLuence the required measurement accu-
rncy: measurement geometry and spacecraCt 
attitude. Both factors are evaluated in depth with 
respect to two alternative outer planet Pioneer 
missions: Saturn-Uranus and Jupiter-Uranus 
atmospheric entry probe missions with departure 
from Earth In November/December 1980. A 
comprehensive set of measurement; geometry 
paramo '~"3rs arc presented for both the Saturn 
flyby a;:..i Uranus approach misslon phasos. 
Available data on attitude perCormance of Pioneer 
and other spin-stabilized snacecraCts (Refs. 10, 
13, and 14) arc employed in the analysis. A 
brief, preliminary evaluation oC tong-term altitude 
stability measurements oC Pioneer 10 by using the 
onboard Imagin~ Photopoiarimoler with the 100 
arc •• c .quar. aperture locked on Jupiter for 8 to 
28 hours in May/June 1974 is presented in the 
Appendix. ReCerence is also made to a recent 
: V -slit sensor breadboard test. (Ref. 15.) 
In conclusion, a t"rade-oCf is presented for 
an approach guidance measurement system for 
advanced outer planet Pioneer missions using 
a V -slit sensor. The major concLusions arc: 
(1) At Saturn flyby, viewing some of the medium 
period satellites can provide the best measure_ 
rnent results. (2) At Uranus approach, viewing 
the planet itsel! may orrer the most advnntageous 
r',')eaS'lrements if an early bus-probe separation 
h rc!uired. (3) In all cases, the tinal measure-
ment d.ccuracy strongly depends on both tho data 
format transmitted to Earth and the applted data 
interpretation techniques using appropriate 
~ models oC sensor performance and oC spacecraft 
attitude dynamics, 
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II. Mission Requirements J"md 
Approach duldnncc 
Exploralton or distant solor system objects 
(comets, asteroids, outer plannts, and their 
satelUtes) by space prebes requires probe delivery 
accuracies which arc beyond the prescnt earth-
based radio navlgalton capabilitIes. Earth·based 
radio navigation Cor targeting a spacccrntt relative 
to n Bolnr system object ofJ8cntinlly utilizos a 
time-dependent vector dlICcrcncc t~rmed between 
the hellecentrlc state vector of tho target object 
and that oC the spacecraft. The accuracy oC the 
rCBultant spacocrn!t ... targct di£ICk'cncc vector Is 
basically limIted by the accuracy at which the 
target ephemeris data arc known ulnce the uncer-
tainty in the target cphcmods data arc much larger 
than tho error In the best estimate ot the spacccraCt 
trajectory obtainable Crom radio tracking. 
The bost terminal error using only earth-based 
radio navigation Is listed In the Clrst column of 
Table 1 Cor several advanced missions under cur-
rent study. The terminal accuracy required to 
complete the missions with the desired success is 
listed in the second column of Table 1. As Bcen, 
the terminal error obtainable Crom "radIo-only" 
navigation is several times larger than the desired 
delivery error. To achieve the desired oJr.lL .. cry 
accuracies by II radio .. only" navigation would 
require target ephemeris accnracy equivalent to 
O. I arcsee or better resolution In earth-based 
targelobservations. (Depending on the particular 
distant solar system object, the bost ephemeris 
data prescntly -avaUable n.re equivalent to 0.3-
0,5 arcsee resolution. ) 
Table 1. Targeting Accuracy Rcquirements 
and Capabilities 
RADIO-ONLY REQUIRED REQUIREU REQUIRED 
NAVIGATION TERMINAL DIRECTION SENSOR DATA 
MISSION ERROR ACCURACY M[ASUR£M£NT ACCURACY ACCURACY 
lolkm IOl.m prod prod 
hlULTIPl! PLANET FLYBY jHO I 
hlULTlPU ASTEROID Z·' 0,2-0,5 
COMET fLYBY 5-15 0,2-0.5 4fJ.(JJ" IIXHW 
SATURN·URANUS } AT JUPITER 0.' 0,5-1.0 
OR 
JUPITER'URANUS AT SATURN z.J 0.4-0.6 
ENTRY PROBE AT URANUS 8-10 1.5·Z.O 
• TAKING ACCOUNT Of ACQUISITION RANGE AND Of MIDCOURSE tiN ALLOWANCE 
SUbstantiaL terminal accuracy improvement can 
be achieved, however, by the application of a 
spacecraft-based approach guidance measurement 
system capable of determining the celestial direc-
tion of the target mass center relative to the 
spacecraft. In conjunction with earth-based radio 
tracking of the spacecraft, th~ spacecraft"based 
measurements of the celestial coordinates of the 
target contain the information needed to derive a 
more accurate target"centered position of the 
spacecraft so that the spacecraft position relative 
to the target wiLL be known to an accuracy" reflected 
as an O. 1 arcscc or better target ephemeris 
error. 
2 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
'W POOR QUALITY 
The basIc ~oal of nn npl'roach guldnnce 
measurement nystem Is to obtain 8pilcecrnCt-based 
measurements of tho spacecraft.target dlracUon 
voctor reCerenced to celestial coord~nates. The 
methed of obtaInIng this Information !s that of 
measuring the angular separation between tho 
target and known bright stars. If the target Is a 
planet, then the rneaflurements cnn be oC tho angu-
lar position of the plnnet's sntelllte(.), and from 
these measurements the angular PQsitlon DC the 
target planet wlll be deduced. The error .. so· 
clated with an Indirect determlnatlen or tho 
planet's angUlar position can be 108s than the 
error relatod to n direct measurement oC the 
planct's angular poaltlon relative to known bright 
stars when the planet is scen as a largely extended 
object Crom the spacecraCt. The measurement oC 
angular separation between planetary satellltes 
and known bright stars Involves only imago_s oC 
pelnt light sources IC the spacecrnft Is at a suffl· 
clently large distance from the Batelllte(s). 
The accuracy requirements Cor a spacecraCt-
,based approach guldance measurement system 
shOUld be viewed together with the onboard fuel 
allowances Cor trajectory correction maneuvers. 
In a first approximation, the miss distance error 
AD corresponding to a given angUlar measurement 
error 060' is directly proportional to the spacecraft-
target dlstance so that.6.0 ..... !lAO'. On lhe other 
hand, the equivalent AV velocity maneuver requlred 
to correct the miss distance error is inversely 
proportional to the spacecraCt-target distance so 
that AV r-JVD/R. Consequently, [or a given 
onboard fuel allowance for trajectory cor rection 
there is an equivalent approach gUidance direction 
measurement accuracy requircmant, or vice 
versa. For a given approach guldance measure-
ment system accuracy, the best practical strategy 
is to perform the measurement and trajectory 
correction process iteratively by removing a 
large portion of the miss dlstance at an early date 
when the AV requirements arc small, and correct-
ing the residuaL error at a tater date when the 
measurement accuracy is improved. 
Taking account of the considerations above, the 
third column oC Table 1 Lists the accuracy required 
[rom the approach guidance measurement system 
to satisfy mission requirements. The fourth 
column oC Table 1 is specifically related to the 
signal accuracy of a V-slit sensor considered [or 
usc on a Pioneer .. type spin~stabilized spacecraEL 
Cor approach guidance measurements. It is noted 
that the basic quantity measured by a V-slit sensor 
is time or time difCerence and not direct angular 
separation between objects which can be provided 
by TV frame measurements. In the case oC a 
V-slit "star pipper", the spacecraft-target angular 
direction is derived from timing measurements. 
ill. Sensor and Application Concepts 
Consider a small telescope with n V -slLt rcUcle 
at the imkge plane mounted on a suitable place of 
the spinning spacecraft. If the telescope having a 
o degree field at view is pointed by q:, degree away 
from the direction of the spin axis, it will under 
ideal conditions inscribe a circular path in the sky 
and sweep il 0 degree wide annular strip in the sky 
as the spacecraft rota: .-'3S around the spin axis. 
DeLectable stars and the target Object appearing 
within the scanned annular strip of the sky will 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-726 
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generate a sequence oC pulse (or wavo) pairs a8 
tholr Imagoa paa. the allt oC tho V-ahapod roticlo 
which delino. tho Inatantanooua liold oC vlow. 
Accurate timIng mcasurements oC the pulses (or 
the centor oC the wavcs) ca.n be used Cor a precision 
detormlnation oC both tho Inertial orientation or the 
apacocraCt apln axia and the angular pel man oC 
tho "lanotary sateillto relatlvo to detectable known 
stnrs. In particular, tho menn time nnd tho 
aeparation time or oach pulae (or wavo) pair ~ro­
vido the senscd OhjQCt'B clock nnd cone nnc1fl,!1, 
respectively, do!lned relntlve to the space:, 'tlf'ct 
Bpin axis, V-slit type' sensors havc been SUccess .. 
fully applled to attitude detormlnatlon oC sevoral 
apln-.tabUlzod oarth-orbltlng satelilte.. (See, 
Cor Inatance, l1.eC •• 10. 13, and 14.) 
The V-slit sensor under considerntion in this 
study has ZO arcsec silt wldlh and 3 degree neld-
oC-vlew. The n.rrow silt width aids the dotection 
accuracy oC Blgnals coming Cram point llght 
sourccs. The 3 degree !leld-ot-view is /l. trnde .. ort 
valuc to assure a sut£lcient numbor oC detectable 
stars. brighter than 4 Visual Magnitude (VM), 
within various scanned annular strips oC the sky. 
The sweep cono ot the sensor can be conlroLled by 
mechanically gimballlne the teleBcapo relative to 
the spncocrnCt spln axis, 
Tho sensor configuration is shown in Fig. 1. 
As scen, the V-slit star mapper is a relaUvely 
simple sensor. 1L consists oC £lve major compo-
nents: objectivo lens, V-slit reticle, Held lens, 
pholodetcctor, and data processor. The electro-
optical design considerations tor a particular 
V-sUt scnsor conHguraUon suitable tor approal;h 
guidance moasuremcnts can be Cound in Re£. 15. 
SENSOR OPTICAL 
AXIS 
.n.".,,, .. ,. LENS 
V.SLIT RETICLE 
AND ,IELO LENS 
\ D"n","" , mLIER TUaE 
'Dr"."'Nr. GIMBAL 
Fig. 1. V-Slit Star Mapper Con.!igurallan 
The Yoosllt sensor application concept Cor 
approach guidance mca/lurements is shown in 
Fig. Z. The SllnSOr op~ration principle is shown 
in Fig. 3. Th. upper parts or Fig. 3 .how tho 
operating polar rcCerence Cramo fixed to lhe space-
craft. As seen in the lower part of Fig. 3, the 
Held-of-view has two Gimensiona: an angular width 
in the scan direction. 4nd a:::. angular hmgth in thlJ 
direction normal to the scan direction. The area 
of sky scanned per revolution depends on lhe angu-
lar iength oC the detector, and the detector anguLar 
width determines the dwell time of a slgnal at a 
given spin rata. The rotation of the spacecraft; will 
produce high signal-tooonoiBc ratio pulses as images 
of stars and lhe satellite cross the reticle slits. 
Each object generates a pulse pair. With reference 
to the lower part of Fig. 3, the pulses at il and t3 
are gcnernted by objects "0." and lib", respectively, 
when they crass the clock angle (vertical) reference 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-726 
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SPACECRAFT 
SPIN AXIS 
SLIT IMACE I 
TO EARTII 
3IJ WIDE 
ANNULAR 
STRIP MAP 
</>' CONE ANCLE 
[STARS,..!...!. 1.. 4 1.1 L~.ISAIELLITE) 
II 'n I I " 
, , .. 
IDEALIZED SENSOR OUTPUT" TIME 
Fig. Z. V -Silt Star Mapper 
Application Concopt 
silt. Hence, t3-tl Is proportional to the dllCoren-
Ual clock anglo betwecn objects lIa" and IIb". On 
the other hand, the pulscs at t2, and t4 are gener-
ated by objects "all and Ilb ll , respectively. when 
they cross lhe cone angle (slanted) reterence slit. 
Honce, tZ-tl and t4-t3 aro proportional to the 
differontial cone angle of objects "n ll an« lib", 
relpectivelYt in the Ben.or field.or .. view. It is 
Been that nn nccurate determination ot angular 
position becomes now a problem oC accurate 
measurement oC time dUferenccs. 
Regarding accuracy in tima measurements, or 
specUlc interest' nrc the signal detection techniqucs 
applicable to implementing time interval measurc-
ments. The simplest technique is the indication 
oC a fixed threshold crossing. This technique, 
however, introduces error in tho clock angle 
measurements since the threshold will trlgge r nt 
dl£Ceront times for dlrferent input amplli\ldes. 
Tho input amplitUde is a function of star or satel-
lite light Intensity. Assuming that the same 
amplitude is generated at each sUt, the cone angle 
measurements will not be Influenced by this orror. 
The er ror in the clock angLe measurements can be 
decreased in several ways. Encoding the peak 
amplitude following a threshold crossing would be 
pcrhaps the mosl advantageous technique for three 
reasons. First, the center oC Lhe pulse can be 
computed by knowing the crOSSing time, peak 
amplitude, and filter response. Second, signal 
wave forms resulting fl'om the sensing of extended 
objects can be interpreted more accurately by 
knOwing the peak amplitude at each point. Third, 
the measurement oC the peak amplLtude of star 
pulses will greatly aid the identification of stars 
which is an all importnnt clement in lhe approach 
guidance measurement proc~ss. 
Tho apprr.::;:..:.n guidancc measuremenl process 
by usl~g a V-slit star mapper cnboarel n spin-
:;i.abUizcd spacecraft is summarized in a functional 
block diagram in Fig. 4. Though one successful 
measurement can improve the accuracy or the 
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FIg. 3. V-SILt Star Mapper 
Operation Principle 
spacecraft-target direction vector, tho measure-
ment and computational process should be repeated 
over the entire orbital period oC the Bonscd satel-
lite in order to take full advantage of Lho approach 
guidance meilsurement system as shown in Rc£. 6. 
or courso, if the plan~tary satellite itself is the 
mission target, then the satollite's ephemeris is 
the sought flnal approach guidance data which will 
4 
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FIg. 4. Approach GuIdance 
Measurement Process 
be considerably impr )Ved by a measurement 
process repeated over the entire orbital period 
oC the satelliLe. It is aLso noted that more Lhan 
lwo idenHClable Dtal'S within the Dcnnned annulus 
o[ tho sky and repeated Bcans over the same field 
o[ view can improve approach guidance measure-
ment accuracy within the llmits oC the Cine struc-
ture stability o[ the spin axis. 
Recently, a breadboard V-sUt stnr mapper was 
tested at TRW to determine the (easibility o[ such 
a sensor to provide the signal accuracy required 
[or approach guidance measurements onboard a 
PIoneer-type spInning spacecraft. (Ref. 15.) The 
breadboard sensor had the (allowing main charac-
teristics. Objectivc: lens: 300 mm [.t., £/3.5. 
FIeld Ions: 17.B mm dlameler, 31 mm f.l. 
Photomultlpller: EMR 54IE-01-14 5-20 Photo-
cathode. Reticle geometry: 15. BB mm (3.03 deg) 
slit lenglh, 25. 4 ~m (17.4 arcsec) silt wldlh, 
25.9 deg slant angle [or V-shape. Threshold 
detection: 2 KHL BW. 
The test results Were encouraging. For a 
40 dug cone angle and wiih 5 rpm, the error in the 
clock and cone angle measurements or a point 
light source equivalent to 4.9 VM was in the range 
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oC 10-15 nnd lS-ZS nrCBec, rC8pccllvely. Severnl 
tcchnlqu~s have bc~n 8uggested to lrnprUV(l tho 
£ir&t tost reBults. 
IV. Mca\:~~;r"mcnL8 and Mcnsurnblo8 .;.;..:......;..;.;;.;'-'.~ •. 
The primary data sought In lhe nppronch guid-
ance mCRouromcnL process is the angular posillon 
oC plnnetary sntelllteB rein live to known roCerence 
starlS, Thu8, the approach guldnnce sonsor eRn 
Cunctionnlly be deClned aB an eleclro-optlcnl Inalrll-
mont capable ot m~nauring natural /ilnlclUtc poal .. 
tiona against known bnclcsrounc1 stiltS as tlcen trom 
the spacecraft. Since the spncocrn£t under can .. 
Blderntlon lB n opin-stnblllzed vehicle. Its naturnl 
rotnLlOI\ in lho inerUnl space CRn conveniently be 
utilized In n star 8cnnnor Bcnsor instrumentation. 
The baBlc mensurable Is the IIghl radiation 
Crom 8tars and tho target converted into electrical 
signals by the dotoctor. For sonsor dosign nnd 
succoRsful performance, the Collowing mensuro-
ment parameters nrc oC specific inlercst, (1) 
DeClnlllon oC the .al~lllte{s) which will be trncked 
by Ihe V-silt sen80r. (2) Appa!"ent size nnd 
brightness oC tho trncl(ed satelllla us seen trom 
Iho BpncocraCt. (3) Apparent Beparnllon DC the 
Iracl,ed satollite{s) C,'om the tnrget plnnel nB Been 
Irom the spncecrnCt, (4) The cone nnglu oC the 
sensor optical axis ""qulred to view the satelllte{s) 
Cram the Bplnnlng spacecraft. (5) Available star 
background for a required set oC viewing cone 
anglos, 
Onboard opttcal approach guidance measure-
ments b i' a V-slit sensor arc inherently coupled 
to the nWtude mollen oC the spacecraCt since Ihe 
mensurements aro rolative spacecraft-target 
dIrections expressocl in celestial coordinates, and 
the sensorls inertial oricntntion nt any given time 
is a Cunclion ur lho spncecraft altitude. Thus, the 
accuracy of optical a.ppronch guldnnce measure-
ments by a V .. slit Sensor is limited by the accuracy 
to which tho attllude oC the spln-SlabILlzed space-
craft is known nt t"o time when Ihe spacecraft .. 
target direction measurements arc being taken. 
Consequently; lhe inherent coupling oC the onboard 
optical approach guidance measurements lends to 
the preblem oC precision modelling Ihe altitude 
motion of a Pioneer-type spin-stabilized space-
craCt in order to extract: the mnxlmum information 
Cram the measurements. 
A preci.!jion perIo rmnncc oC approach guidance 
moasurements in real Clight assumes also severnl 
£light calibration procedures to compensate Cor 
non .. random sonsor errors. The analysis of such 
calibration techniques Is beyond the scope of thIs 
paper. 
V. Pioneer Entry Probo Mlssionfl to Uranus 
Regarding delivery accuracy, the most critical 
advanced outer planet l'ioneer missions under cur-
rent sLud~ arc the 1980 Pioneer Entry Probe Mis-
sions to Ur.1OUS via Salurn or Jupiter Flyby, It . 
has been shown (Ref. 6) that an onboard opUcal 
approach guidance measuremont system is essen-
tial Cor probe delivery at Uranus because oC,thc 
-j.J ----. I~ 
combined eCCecl oC Ihree Caclo •• : early bus/probe 
soparatlor. Jate (aboul 20 dayo be(ore cncountor), 
narrow ~ntry corridor for probe delivery at 
Uranu., and Ihe pnthologlcally largo oph.morla 
error oC Uranus (Bec Table I). In pa,'tlculnr, It 
wns Cound that, Cor the Belected probe enlry polnl 
location, Ihe dlsperHlen oC Ihe probo Irajectory In 
Ihe Impaci plane Must be kepi undo' 2000 km. 
In thla scction, npproach guidance mCll8urem(!nl 
gaomotry plrnmctcrtl arc prc8(>ntcd tor both the 
Snturn .. Urrmus and .Tupltcr-Urnnus missions. For 
Ihe Snturn",Urnnuti mission. tho mlHlsurcmont 
geometry has beon con'puted Cor both tho Saturn 
Clyby and Urnnus appreach pha.eB, For Ihe 
Jupitor-Uranus missIon, Iho mcnfn~rcment geom-
elry hns been computed only Cor the Uranus 
appreach phase since It haB been shown (ReC, 6) 
thallhe guidance accuracy oblainable by II radio 
only" navigation mensurements would be sotis-
Cactory al tho Jupller Clyby phase ef a Jupiter-
Urnnus mission. 
The physical parameler. oC Urnn"s nnd Saturn 
and their salellites needod for the computations 
have been taken Crom ReCs, 16 and 17, The 011.-
sion dnla uBcd in the computations fire lhol:le which 
have been determined In Ref. 2 and listed in 
Table 2, 
'rable 2. Mission Dala Applied 
In the Analysis 
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The measurement geometry pnrameters at 
Uranus appronch have been computed Cor the time 
period starting Crom &0 days before encounter 
(E-aO) and ending at 10 days boCore encounter 
(E-IO). The contemplnted primary goal for bOlh 
alternative missions is the succcssful dellvery of 
an entry probe to Urnnus. As seen from 'fable OZ, 
both missions considered in the computations nrc 
in the bus deflected mode (RcC. 21:1). According to 
l>1n the bus deflected mode, the spacecract a.nd probe are initia.lly targeted at the appropria.te entry 
location and, at some point inside the sphere oC infLuence of the planet, the probe is separated and the 
spacecract is deflected to the appropriate nonimpacting trajectory. 
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• 
prevlou. 8tudl08 (ileC.. 2. 5, nnd 6', entry probe 
separallon Crom tho bu. ",'>uld take plnce npproxl-
mntely 20 dnys beCoro Urnnus encounter. Opl1cnl 
n.ppronc:h guldnncu mcnBurClllcnta, thoroCoro, 
.hould take place nt a llmo period procedlng tho 
probe sepnrallon Cram the bU8. 
The dennlllon oC .ome oC the mea.urement 
gcometr)' p':;~'nmC3torB Ls o'l(plnincd In Fig. 5, The 
dennltlon oC the other goomeory parameter. 
(npparent nngulnr .l7.e oC the obje~t nnd npparont 
nngulnr .oparallon oC .atol11to Crom plnnot 11mb) 
1. obvious. As seen In Fig. 5, It Is assumed thnt 
the spncocraft spin axis I. always polnl1ng toward 
the Earth Uko tho spin axl. oC tho presently opor-
nl10nal Plonoer 10 and II .pacecraft. 
SPI~ AXIS POINIING DIRltllllH, 
I SI'.lC(C~AfI 
~ARIII 
J. I'lJItU OR SAllum P!fAS( AAGU)'I 
ASAlUlII[ OR PLAktI 
SPACiCR" )' \ SIJH 
t. VIIWING ttw.[ ANGlC + t 
SPIN AXIS ., SIPARAIIOO Of $Amun 'R()'o\ SAruRN IIING 
'~I'''UI"'' P\.\NIT 
SPAClCRMI 
lA"U1~ ~ 
, ,. ~lIfiMUM AP;"WH SlPARATlOO 
SPAC(CIIWI 
Fig. 5. DoClnlHon oC Vlowlng Parn",etor. 
Tho npparont brlghtne.s mv oC tho plnnet and 
the satellites is computed ac~ordlng to the known 
formula ~ 
Wh1,11C 
me! normalized visual magnitude (VM) 
R: distance from sun to target 
r: distance Crom BpacccraCt to target 
F(Y): 
rIP): 
phase anglo correction 
appUed only to Saturn, correcting for 
the apparent ring inclination p relative 
to tho Hne oC .Ight. 
The values or mo for Saturn, U ranUB and their 
satellItes uscd In tho calculations arc taken {rom 
RaCs. 16 and lB. 
A. Saturn-Uranus Mission, Saturn Encounter 
In the viewing parameter calculations, four 
Saturn satellites have been cont'idered: Hyperion, 
Titan, Rhea, Dione. The primary target candi-
dates {or approach guidance measurements are 
Titan and Rhea. Hyperion is too faint and Dione 
ia too close to the planet. 
Figs. 6 and 7 show the. essential apparent vIew-
ing parameter.- or Saturn. Though Saturn is not a 
viewing target lor navigational {bees, its brightness 
nnd angular diameter. together with the outer 
ring1s angular dLameter, should be taken into 
account In the satellite scanning process, because 
or possible stray light interference. 
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The basic viewing parameters fQr THan and 
Rho. 're shown In Figs. 8 Ih rough 10. A. soen In 
Fig. 8, the npparent nngular dlnmoler or Titan IB 
"Cnr to Or grenler thnn ZO nrcsec In the Hmo 
period betweon £-80 nnd £10 dny •. Therelore, 
Titan pho~ld be considered as an extended nnd not 
a. pOint-like object. Even Rhea becomos an 
extended object nt £-20 dny n. Been In I.'lg. 8. 
Tho apparent phase anglo variations for Titan and 
Rhea arll also phown in Fig. 8. When tho senscd 
target object appears as an oXlended body in tho 
lIeld or view of the V-Blit .enaors, the In"set'a 
phase anglc should be taken into nccount Cor Inte r-
proting tho target's signature, 
" ,- -
AB Been In Fig. 9, Titan Is a bright object, and 
can be visible {Of a 4 VM sensitivity sensor cnrllcr 
than E-IOO day. However, tho ma;drnun1 apparent 
angulal' Deparatioil of Titan from the Snturn ring 
l'cachos I deg only at £-60 day D.S seen in Fig, 9. 
Tentatively, it is assumod that tho apparent ,lngu-
lar sepa~.{ltion oC the scanned satellite from the 
ring (or I'rom the planet 11mb) should be at leaat 
1 deg to, avoid stray Ught interference (rom the 
:nuch brighter planol. 
Fig. 9 shows that Rhea will appear as a 4 VlI 
object at £-65 dny, but Its maximum .pparent angu-
lar scparatbn (rom tho Saturn ring roaches 1 dog 
only at E-Z5 day. However, the orbHal perlod of 
Rhea is l08s than 5 days so that at Least two corn-
pleto orbits can be measured during the time 
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pariod ~etwcen E-2.5 and E-lS days. Noto that the 
time di£tcrcncc between three successive peak 
points of Lhe apparent angular separation curves 
corresponds to the orbital period of the satellite. 
The viewing cone angle variations for the [our 
Saturn satellites arc shown in Fig. 10 which also 
displays the Saturn viewing cone angle Cor reference. 
In general, the useful satellite viewing conc angle 
must sahsfy the following constraint: 
where 
f3: apparent angular diameter of the planet 
(or ring) 
.6;: required minimum angular separatiol\ of 
the sensor's Held of view from the planet 
11mb (or from tho ring). 
Note that, in general, the maximum and mini-
mum points of the satcllite viewing cone angle 
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curves correspond to the situations when the satel-
lite appears farthest to the left or farthest to the 
right (or vice versa) relative to the planet as Bccn 
Irom the spacecraft. As Been in Fig. la, the use-
ful satellite viewing cone angles range [rom 30 to 
35 degrees which can be considered satisfactory 
[or approach guidance measurements. 
Fig, 11 shows the satellite viewing geometry 
[or a 3 deg field of view V-slit scanner in the 
actual angular dimensions Bcaled to the E .. 25 day 
conditions. The apparent angular diameter of 
Saturn and its outer ring has alBo the prnpor scaLe. 
Of course, the 20 arcsee slit width and the apparent 
angular diameter of the satellites are out of the 
scale and only serve illustrative purposes. The 
location of the satellites in their orbit is also 
illustrative only. But the angular extension of the 
orbit is in proper scale. 
The scanned star background with stars down 
to 4 and 5 VM Ls shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respec-
tiveLy. The figures a.Lso show the path of the spin 
axi~ pointing in the time period between E-80 and 
E-I0 days. For convenience, a continuous time 
history has been plottod for the spin axis pointing. 
Actually, the spin axis would be precessed only 
periodically, and stepwise to keep the high gain 
antenna within .... 0.3 deg of the earth line-of-sight. 
The apparent orbit of Titan from E-37 to E-21 day 
is aLso shown in the figures together with thA 
8 
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Fig. 11. Saturn-Uranus Mlssion, 
Saturn Flyby; SateLLite 
. Viewing Geometry 
I.' 
apparent Location of Saturn. The 3 deg wide 
annular scan of the V-sUt sensor sho''.'!n in 
Figs. l2 and 13 is centered at the spin axis 
pointing at E-30 day. The apparent location of 
Titan at E-30 day is £lisa shown In the figures. 
Since the star background is shown in a Cartesian 
frame, thu scanned annular strip appears as a 
distorted circular ring in the figures. It is noted 
that, from spherical trigonometry, the celestial 
coordinates of a small circle in the celestial 
sphere must satisfy the fetlowing relation: 
cos ~ :: cos (0<1 - 0') cos 61 cos 6 + sin 61 sin 6 
where 
~: cone angle (anguiar radius) of the 
small circle 
6, a: declination and right ascension of the 
center oC the small circle 
lP, cr': declination and right ascension of the 
locus of the small circle. 
The distorted circles in Figs. 23 anu 24 are drawn 
for 6 = -13.26 deg, " = 220.08 deg, ~ = 33.7 and 
36. 7 deg, and satisfy the relation quoted above. 
As Been in Fig. 12, the 3 deg wide annular 
strip contains, in addition to Titan, 1 star brighter 
than 2. 5 VM and 6 stars with brightness between 
2.5 and 4 VM. The total 85 deg by 85 deg celestial 
background contains 73 stars brighter than 4 VM, 
or 7.20 stars brighter than 5 VM. That is, increas-
ing the sensitivity oC the V-slit star mapper from 
4 VM to 5 VM objects would add l47 detectable 
reference stars to that particular celestial back-
ground. It is seen from Fig. 12 that a 4 VM sen-
sitivity V-slit star mapper would be sufCi{lient for 
approach guidance measurements at Satur~'l. Note 
also in Fig. 12 how evenly the detectable stars 
arc distributed within the annular strip. This 
favorable condition also prevails for 3 deg- annular 
strips with 27 to 30 deg cane angles. 
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B, S;ttnrn-Ur;tnllfl Mission, UrRntHt Aprronrh 
In the viewing parameter calculations, four 
Uranus satellites have been considered. Though 
the primary target candidate lor approach guidance 
measurements is Titania, the viewing geometry of 
the other satellites may aLso have an impact on the 
measurements for reasons to be discussed later. 
Figs. 14 and 15 show the cascntiaL apparent 
viewing parameters fnr Uranus. It is worth no~­
ing in these figures th'l.t the angular diametF./r and 
brightness of Uranus as secn from the spacecraft 
during the time period Cram E.60 to E-40 al'e in 
the range of 100-,150 arcsce and minus 1. a to 
minus 2.7 Vlvl, respoctively. Fig. 14 also shows 
the spacecraCt-Uranus distance for the corres-
ponding time period. 
The basic viewing parameters for four Uranus 
satelliteR are shown in Figs. 16 through 21. As 
saen in Fig. 16, all Uranus satellites can be con-
sidered as point objects priur to E-15 clay. 
Approximately at E·lO day, hClwever, the apparent 
angular diameter oC Titania J Oberon and Ariel 
becomes 20 arcsec. Bu .. the phase angle is favor-
able as seen in Fig. '17. (Almost Lull plvJ.sc. ) 
'T'lv! !ateillt,= bright'ness t:Ufves shown in 
Figs. 16 through 20 should be taken with some 
reservation. Comparing the earth-observed 
brightness data IOI: the Uranus satellites as quoted 
in Refs. 16 and 18, it is safe to state that the data 
have at least ±O, 3 VM uncertainty. It is noted 
that the angular separations of satellites from the 
planet surface shown in Figs. 18 and 19 arc mean 
values. Small periodic variations In the values of 
the apparent angular separation are omitted from 
these figures. 
Fig. ZO gives synoptic ~isplays of the relevant 
"cloae-up" data for viewing Titania and Oberon 
during the time period between E-30 to E-16 days. 
It is seen from Fig, 18 that Umbriel is an 
unsuitable observ".tion object for a 4-th VM sensi-
ti .... ity t:::rmina.l guidance optical sensor Ior the 
time period prior to E-20 days. Even a ::;cnsitivity 
increase oC the V-slit sensor to 6-th "'1M objects 
would not make Umbricl a suitable oJbscrvation 
target. Thongh Umbricl could be detected with a 
6-th VM sensitivity optical sensor at E-30 days, 
tbe apparent angular separation of Umbricl from 
the Uranus surface during the ti:ne period from 
E-30 to E-20 days is so small (0.35-0.5 dog) 
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that Umbricl should be ruled out as a potential 
observation object Cor approach guidance. 
Figs. 18 and 19 show that Ariel, Titania and 
Oberon would be 4-th VM objects as Bcen Irom the 
spacecraft approximateLy at E-ZO day. As pointed 
out in Rcf. 6, at least one complete antcUitc orbit 
observation is required Cor satisfactory approach 
guidance calculations. This requirement dictates 
that lha sensitivity of the onhoard V-slit guidance 
Bensor should be increased at least to 5-th VM 
objects since the orbital period of Titania and 
Oberon is 8.7 and 13.5 days, respcctively, and 
the probc~bus separaUon takes place at E-20 day. 
As set::i1 in Figs. 18 through 20, with a 5-th VM 
sensitivity V-slit sensor Titania and Oberon can 
be detected approximately at E-35 and E-32 days, 
respectivel.y, BO that at least cne obscrvation of 
their complete orbit can be performed by the 
onboard sensor prior to £-20 day. Note, however, 
that the apparent angular separation of Titania and 
Oberon from the Uranus surface as seen from lhe 
spacecraft at E-35 and E~32 days is approximately 
only 0.5-0.8 degree. 
10 
~~l ~-------~-~-----~-
f 
Among the five Uranus sat~llH.es, Titania and 
Oberon seem to be the most suitable observation 
objects for approach guidance measurements pro-
vided that the sensitivity of the V-slit sensor i.s 
increased from the presently contemplated 4- VM 
level to the 5 VM level. As to the question of selec-
tion preference for observing Titania or Oberon for 
approach guidance measurements, Titania is the 
preferred satellite due to its shorter orbital period 
(8.7 days) and somewhat briglitcr appearance. 
Though Titania and/or Oberon seem the most 
suitable observation objects for approach guidance 
measurements, Ariel may also represent an inter-
esting altcrnativei with a 5 VM sensitivity V-HLit 
sensor, Ariel could be detected from the spacecraft 
at E-30 day. (Sec Fig. 18.) These detection days 
would provide the possibility of observing 3 Lo 4 
complete orbits of Ariel prior to lhe E-20 day 
probe-bus separation date, since the orbital period 
of Ariel is 2.5 days. Note, however, that lhe 
apparent angular sl:}laration of Ariel from I:hc 
Uranus surface as aeen from the spacecraft at E-30 
to E-25 days is approximately only 0.4-0.5 degree. 
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The viewing cone anglo variations for lour 
Uranus satcllltcB arc shown in Fig. 2l Cor Lha time 
poriod betweon E-40 and E-16 days. For refer-
ence, the figures also show the U ranUB viewing 
cone angle. As Boen, the useful satellite viewing 
cone angles arc quite narrow. (About 13 and 
15 deg, respectively.) 
Fig. 22 flL Lite ~Ild ur this :,mbsccHon shows the 
satellite viewing gcomctry~ror a 3 deg field of view 
V-slit scanner:n the actual angular dimensions 
scaled to the E ... 25 day conditions. The apparent 
angular diameter of Uranus has aLso t~e proper 
scale in the figure. But the 20 arcaQe slit: width 
and the satellite angular diameters nrc out of the 
scale of Fig. Z2. 
The scanned star background with stars down 
to 4 and 5 VM is shown in Figs. 23 and 24, respec-
tively. The figures also show tho path of the spin 
axis pointing in the time period betweon E-80 and 
E-IO days. The apparent orbit of TItania from 
E-32 to E-21 day is also shown in the ligures 
together with the apparent location oC Uranus. The 
3 deg wide annular scan of the V-slit sensor shown 
in Figs. 23 and 24 is centered at the spin axis 
pointing at E-28 day with coordinates 6 = -23.3? 
deg, 0' = 262.08 deg; the cono angLe is 4' = 14 and 
11 deg. The apparCitf. location of Titania at E-28 
day is also shown in the figures. The construction 
of the distorted sml;\l1 circles In a Cartesian frame 
has been explained previousLy. 
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Fig. 15. Saturn-Uranus Mission, 
Uranus Approach: Uranus 
Angular Diameter 
c.i 10 
As seen in Fig. 23, the 3 deg wide annular 
strip contains, in addition to Titania, 2 stars 
brighter than 2.5 VM and 3 stars with brightness 
between 2.5 and 4 VM. The total 40 dog by 40 dog 
celestial background contains 25 stars brighter 
than 4 VM, or 72 stars brighter than 5 VM. 
Increasing the sensitivity of the V-slit scnsor to 
5 VM would also provide a more favorable star 
distribution within the scanned annular atrip of 
the sky. 
C. Jupiter-Uranus Mission, Uranus Encounter 
The apparent viewing parameters for Uranus 
and its satellites would practically be itlentical to 
the corresponding parameter values shown pre-
viously for the Saturn-Uranus mission, (see 
Figs. 14 through 20), except the apparent phase 
angle which now becomes even smaller (about 
4.5 deg. sec Fig. 25). The evaLuation of satellite 
viewing conditions outlined in the previous subsec-
tion for the Saturn-Uranus mission could be 
repeated here with identicaL conclusions for lhe 
Jupiter-Uranus mission. 
Regarding the viewing cOile angles, however, 
there is a significant difference betweon the 
Jupiter-Uranus and Snturn-U,ranus missions. 
Comparing Figs. 26 and 21, it is scen that the 
viewing cone angle for Uranus and its satellites 
becomfJ::l even narrower during the Jupiter-Uranus 
mission. (About 7 deg. that is, half of lhe viewing 
, 
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cone angle required Cor the Saturn-Uranus mission.) 
The 7 deg narrow viewing cone angLe. is quite unfa-
vorable for malting approach guidance measure-
ments with a V-slit scanner. 
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The scanned star background with stars down 
to 4 nnd 5 VM LS shown in Figs. 27 and 28. 
respectiveLy. The figures also show the path of 
the spin axis painting: in the time period between 
10 
E .. BO and E-I0 days. Tht' apparent orbit of Titania 
from £-25 to E .. 16 day is also shown in the Cigurcs 
together with the apparent location of Uranus. The 
3 deg wide annular scan o( the V-slit sensor shown 
in Figs. 27 and 28 is centered at the spin axls 
pointing at £-20 day with coordinates b = -23. 2B 
dog and a" 261. 15 dog: tho oono anglo is ~ " 7.7 
and 4.7. The apparent location of Titania at E_20 
day is also shown in the figures. The construction 
of the distorted BmaLl circles in a Cartesian frame 
7 
• 
has been explained previously. ..; 
As seen in ,Fig. 27, the 3 deg wide annular 
strip docs not contain any star brighter lhan 4 VB. 
But there will be. 3 slars with brighlness bclwee.n 
4 and 5 VM within the scanne.d annular strip as 
sccn in Fig. 2B. 1l is worth noting that the total 
25 deg by 25 deg celestinl background contains 
only 6 stars brighter than 4 VM. or 21 stars 
brighte1' than 5 VM. 
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VI. Spacecraft Attitude and Approach 
Guidance Measurements 
10 
The V-sUt star mapper is a compLetely passive, 
strapped-down measuring dcvl,cc. Since the infor-
mation to be obtained from the scanning V .. slit sen-
sor for approach guidance is spacecraft/satellite 
dlrccHon in celeslial coordinates, the basic refer-
ence for obtaining the desired information is the 
spin axis orientation in celestial coordinales during 
the time when spacecraft-satellite measurements 
arc taken against lhe delectable star background. 
Thus, to obtain precision information about. the 
spacecraft.satellite direction in celestial coordi· 
nates requires a precision determination of lhe 
spin axis orientation in celestial coordinates. In 
general, thereforo, the information accuracy 
requirements have an influence not only on the 
measurementf/ accuracy reqUired from the electro-
optical system (that is, on the accuracy in the 
resolution of Hme detection of a star pulse), but 
also on the type uf dynamical model for the attitude 
motion of the spacecraft utilized Cor detcrmining 
tho spin axis orientation. 
Multislit star mapper onboard a spIn-stabilized 
spacucraft has been successfully applied for atti-
tude determination of several earth-orbiting satel-
lites, as Cor instance, the OSO-7, ATS-ill, and 
Project Scanner satellites. (ReCs. 10, 13, and 
14.) Experience shows (sec the just quoted ref-
erences) that the accuracy of the attitude solutions 
depends on two major factors: a) the selected 
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For Instance, for tho ATS III .atelllto, poor tar-
get geometry provided only i. 5 nrc-min accuracy 
In the spin axis solution, while a good target 
geometry provided RSS three axis attitude errors 
in the range [rom 12 to 2.0 arc-soc. Target geom-
etry me.ns the distribution of st.rs within the 
scanned annulus. For instance, 1f all stars in a 
spin period are pia cod within half. porlod In tho 
scanned annuluB, lhen the precession is poorly 
dollned. Further, in the caae o[ the 050-7 sntei-
lite, a simple Inertlally-flxed spin .xls model 
provIded nn ntHt.udo solution accurate to 0.01 .. 
0.05 deg (lcrerror). But accounting [or the Dutn .. 
tion and wobble oi the apacecraft, the approximate 
error per data sample could be reduced to about 
20 arc-sec. Accounting [or lhe nulaHon and 
wobble o[ tho spacecraft means examining nnd 
evaluating the finc structure o[ the residuals o[ 
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The data accuracy required for approach 
guidance measurements is in the order of 10- 3 deg 
(= 5-10 arc-seconds). KeepIng this in mind 
together with the flight cxpcdcnccB quoted above, 
it is secn that attitude motion modeling is an all-
important factor to obtain precision approach 
guidance data by a V-slit sensor. 
----~------- -----
The requirement for spin axis pointing accuracy 
[or the presently operational Pioneer 10 and 11 
spacccra[ts is 0.3-0.5 deg. The basic spin axis 
determination technique for Pioneer 10 and 11 is 
the GONSGAN. (ReC. 19.) The best accuracy 
obtainable by the CONSCAN technique is D. 1 to 
ao 70 60 so 
" 
20 
DAVS DEFORE I:NCOUNTCR 
Fig. 25. Jupiter-Uranus Mission, Uranus 
Approach: Satellite Phase Angle 
10 0.2. deg, * Attempts have been made to verify the 
GONSGAN data by employing the Imaging Pholo-
polarimeter on Pioneer lOin the imaging mode, 
(which has a narrow field of view, 0,03 deg) to 
observe stars, and using the celestial coordinates 
of the identified stars to obtain a solution for the 
*G. Schimmel, NASA/Ames, private communication 
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The solution obtained wno within 0.07 deg o£ the 
spin ."Is orientation determined by tho CONSCAN 
technique. * 
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To obtain experlmontnl data Cor spin axis sta .. 
blUty o£ Plonoer-type spacocra£t. at tho 0.01 dog 
or lower roo.)lu1;100 levol, night mcn8uromants 
wore propopod nnd recently porCormod on Pionoer 
10 by using tho Imaging Photopolarimeter locked 
on Jupiter Cor an e"tended porlod of tlmo. (8 and 
28 hours). Tho measurements I1re described in 
some detail In the Appond!>, at tho ond of this 
paper. 
VII. OIHcusslon of ResUlts 
Fig. 26. Jupiter .. UrnnuB Mission, Uranus 
Approach; Satellite Viewing Cone Angle 
As secn in Section V the V-sUt star mapper 
must deal with two distinctly dl£!eront satollite 
vieWing parameters at Snturn and Uranus. If 
we BolfJct Titan and Rhea at Sntu' 1 &.nd Titania 
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Against SLar Background, VM < 5 
and Oheron at Uramu; as targets £01' approach 
guidance n'loClUtlUrCmcnts, then the difference can 
be Bummal"ized as follows: 
1. The two targot sntellites at Saturn arc 
brighter than the two target sutcllif.cB at Uranus 
by 1.5 to 2.5 VM. Consequently, using a given 
sensitivity V .. slit sensor (say 4 VM) I the Saturn 
satellites can be detected much earlier than the 
Uranus satellites. The detection time difCcrcnJc 
amounts to several weeks night time. 
2. The orbital distance and period oC the 
Saturn satellites provide more favorable measure-
ment procedures than the orbital distance and 
period of the Uranus satellites. 
3. The satellite viewing cone angle at Satul'n 
flyby is much better than the satellite-viewing: 
cone angle at Uranus approach. In fact, the sat-
ellite viewing cone angle at Uranus for the Jupiter-
Uranus mission is extremely low (7 to 9 de g) which 
may render the V - slit sensor measurements quitc 
difficult. 
4. Yic\\·ing Titan constitutes a unique case due 
to the large body (radiUS) of Titan. While all other 
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-726 
Satul'n and Uranus satellites can bfl considered as 
true point objects (feW arCSeC angl.lar diameter) 
at E .. 30 day, Titanls apparent angular diameters 
exceed 20 arc-sec already 'at E-50 day. 
A 4 YM sensitivity V -slit star mapper would be 
sufficient Cor approach guidance measurements at 
Saturn. However, as VM sensitivity V-slit star 
mapper would be required for a safe approach 
guidance measurement performance at Uranus, 
Regarding stray light interference, there arc no 
established bounds on the minimum apparent angu-
lar separation of the observed object from the 
planet surface when a V-slit sensor is uBed for 
approach guidance measUrements, As 'Pointed out 
in Section V, the requirement to observe the 
Uranus satellitcs at earlier prcencounter days by 
using a higher sensitivity Y .. slit Sensor will inevi-
tably lead to a very narrow observation geometry 
which may decrease tho signal to noise ratio bclow 
the critical leveL 
Two alternative ideas can be suggested which 
could case the approach guidance measurement 
problem at Uranus using a V-slit sensor. 
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I. I£ posslblo, chango tho probo-bus soparatlon 
day lrom E-ZO day to E-15, or prolerably to E-IO 
day. Examining FlgB. 16 through ZO, It Is soon 
that tho brightness and goomotry conditions for 
satolllto vlowlng nro consldorably better during 
the tlmo porlod lrom E-ZO to E-IO days as com-
parod to the conditions during tho tim. period 
from E-35 to E_ZO days. 
Z. lnstoad of tho satoillt08, Uranus Itsol£ 
could be tho obJoct lor V-slit sonsor approach 
guidance meRsuromonts, As Becn in Figs. 14 
and IS, Uranus Is brlghtor than minus 1.5 VM 
and Its angular dlamotor Is botwoon 100-ZOO arc-
Soc as Boon Crom tho spncocra£t during tho timo 
porlod from E-60 to E-40 days. 1£ tho planet con-
tor could bo detormlned, for Instaneo, within 
B arc-soc accuracy during this tlmo period using 
V-slit sensor measuroments, thon n rough Dati· 
mate .hows that the pre Bently predicted 104 Km 
THlvlgntion 01'1'01' nt Uranus could bo reduced by il 
lactor of 5. Regarding Uranus tracking by a 
V .. slit Bon80r f sDvornl possible instrumentat'.lon 
and data evaluation tochnlquo B could bo oxplo, od. 
It may evon be feasible to track Uranus by a 
V-slit 80n80r at a. closer approach (suy, in tho 
timo porlod from E-30 to E-IO days) and obtain 
consldorable reduction In tho delivery orror. An 
Improved buaglng Photopolarlmete r combined 
with a V-slit roUcle (aB dlBcuBBed In Rol. 9) may 
aloo be applicable for Uranus tracking against tho 
star background to reduce terminal navigation 
error. 
Tracking Uranus Impllos tho sonslng of an 
extendod body by tho V-sUt sttlr mappor. Tho 
Implications ol oxtonded body sonslng by a V-slit 
star mapper Is boyond the scope of this !'apor. 
However, as pointed out previously, sensing 
Titan at Saturn approach already implies tho 
Bensing of n nonpoint, extended object. Titan is 
il prime target candidate lor a~?roach guidance 
measurements at Saturn approl, '.'1. ThuB, the 
Investisatlon of extended body s.nsing by a V-slit 
star mapper serves a morc general interest. 
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APPENDLX 
MEASUREMENT OF LONa TERM SPIN AXIS STABILITY OF PIONEEI\ 10 
To obtaIn 20 arcsec Dr bottor app'roach guldanco 
mOBBuroment accuracy trom ~ star(target map 
genDrated by a V-oUt sonoor strapped d~wn'to a 
spInnIng spacDcraft, It Is required to know about 
the spIn axlo behavIor ot the spacecrall on a 20 
arc8ae or hettor rODolutlon leval. 
An optical mOBsuromont experiment waa 
recently denned and carrIed out on PIoneer 10 to 
InvoDtlgate tho long term stability ot tho spacocrall 
spIn axis at a 20 arCSec resolution level. ThIs 
lovol or resolution Is not obtnlnab!? trom tho "tnn-
dard CONSCAN attitude measuren •• nts. The optl-
cnl mOAsurements employed tho onbonrd Imaging 
Photopolnrlmoter (IPP) In the ImagIng modo whIch 
has a 0.5 mrad (100 nrcsoc) squaro l/old or vl.w. 
(A detallod descrIptIon ot the IPP can be tound In 
Rot. 20.) Tho oxporlmont wns dol/ned no tollows. 
Consld.r the IPP locked on Jupiter in the 
imaging mod. tor an extended period ot timo 
whon the apparent IIght-renocting angular 
dIameter of Jupite,' io con·~:."abie to tho 
aperture could 80r"dO Jupitor In threo subsoquont 
roll Icctors and at tw'o subsequent look anglci 
oach by 100 arc •• c apart as shown In FIg. A-Z. 
Thea. prodictlono wore cloarly verlHod durIng 
tho ooarch proc.ss Cor Juplt.r. 
240 
200 .. 
160 
APPARENT ANGULAR 
DIAMETER OF JUPITER 
120 4-13 5.3 5.23 6.12 7.2 7.22 11-11 11-31 9-20 
DATE 09741 
PHASE CONE 100 nrcsoe !laid DC view of the sensor, The intonoity variation or the Integratod bright-
ness signatur08 oC Jupiter 0.8 recorded by ANGLE, deg ANGLE, deg 
the IPP would indicate chango s in the appar-
cnt co no nnglo DC Jupitor as Becn from tho 
spacocrnfC, while tho sh!!t of tho brightnoss 
signaturcs in the roll scctors would indicate 
changes in the appa,rent clock angle DC Jupitor 
as 80cn from the spacecraft and referenced 
to the Sun. Subtracting sons or noise and the 
relative natural motion of JupIter in the cone 
and clock angle directions from the recorded 
intensity signatures, the residual variations 
would indicate small changes In the inertial 
orientation of the spacecraft ~'pin axis during 
tho same time period. The main point of tho 
measuremento io to detect small variations 
(less than 20 arc sec) in spin ax:is orientation 
and study the characteristics of the detect-
able vai"iations. 
Two measurement oxp~rhne:ntB were carried 
out. The first oxperlment on May 27-28, 1974 had 
the IPP pointing cone angie (look angle) locl,ed on 
Jupiter nearly for 8 hours which provided about 
2400 subsequent scannings of Jupiter. Tho second 
experIment was on June 18 .. 19, 1974. Thla time, 
tho IPP look nngle was locked on Jupiter noarly 
for 28 houra which lJrovidcd about 8400 subDcquont 
scannings of Jupiter. 
Fig. A-I shows tho vieWing parameters of 
Jupiter relative to Pioneer 10 during April-
September, 1974. As seen in Fig. A ... l, the 
apparer,t size of the total Jupiter disk was about 
210 .. 200 a'rcsec during late May and mid JUne. 
But the phase angle of Jupiter dudng tho same 
time period Was about 110 degrees so that the 
Illuminated part of the Jupiter uiBk (a creBcent) 
was at most 90 .. 95 arcsee wide in the cone angle 
direction. That h·, Jupiter as seen from Pioneer 
10 during late May and mid June was a 200-210 
arcsec long and 90 .. 95 arcsec wide bright object in 
the clock and COi'lP. :lngle directions, respectively. 
This meanS that the IPP with the 100 arcsee square 
20 
125 
....-
b5 
CONE ANGLE 
115 .. 55 
110 - 50 
105 - - 45 
100 
4-13 5·3 5-23 b.l1- 7-2 7·22 6-11 0-31 9-20 
40 
DATE 09741 
Fig. A-I. Jupiter VieWing Pal'ameters 
Relative to Pioneer 10 
2. 2. I. 
Fig. A-2. Scanning Jupitor from Pioneer 10 
with the. IPP in the Imagin}1lo-!ode in 
May/June 1974 
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It h . a l 0 II Il ia. A·J th t th. cone nale 
o f Juplh' r r - l t ' Vt to P I NI ('Or 10 W I d~er '"a 
durlna 1 tt 1ay ""n .1 m id June Thl l me n. that. 
In the co n a n.le d lr" 'W" , JUpitt r will m I~ 
toward th. Sun rel .l t l\! I ,.) a fixed IPP look oi nel 
• tim tl ot'. on. I h r u'lco t., If th look ntlle 
pOlitlon 11 InluaU)' t'le t d 10 th t the 100 .. rc-
.ee held of view Cf,'lI t al n l th d rk 11mb .ldl of 
the JupiU·t di,k (It t hlulo a n"l pOl ltion no. t. on 
th~ ri ht p ... rt of JO ', • A·l) th n tlw 100 arc IU' 
. qu "e 'pt>rture of t i ll ' IPP locked on that louk 
.ngl will cov r I ... nd 1 " 11Iul1,lnat~tl ' e ". 
menU o f the Jupi' .t d I ).. .11 tim aoe. or . • (See 
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A · .!.. ) Thll me .urem nl r liun .. t w • (ollow d 
11 \ tht' .~ ('ond exp r dllf'\ nt . 
I ia. A-l .how • • vrr 1 • U o( .ample. of th 
II P lntentity out put (r Cl 'll the , cond me,lIUrem nt 
'ltpt·runent . Hoth th, r d nd \.Ilu hann lout· 
puu r . hown, (It i . noted th a t the blue channel 
outpull conta1n con l1d(: rable .hot. nOlle which i. 
nu t . ubt ract d (r"lll th~ dl.pl ay d hi.togram •. 
T)plcBlly. th v lu •• hown In th firu and la," 
r o ll lector. o( th blu,-' ,n ten.ity hilloRrarna r 
rlt·.arly qual t o th In.trum nt no1.e ,) The 
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Fig . A·3. Scanning Jupi ter in June 1974 ; Outpul Samples (rom t.he IPP 1n the Imaging M
ode 
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It Ib aluo aoon In Fig. A-I that tho cono anglo 
oC Jupiter r'.3lativc to Pioneer 10 was decreasing 
during lote May and mid June. This moans that, 
in the COliC angle dll'oction, Jupiter will m j/e 
toward the Sun relnllve to a nxed IPP look anglo 
as timo gOC9 on. Thorofore, if the look angle 
position Is Initially s.loeted so that the 100 nrc-
sec fleld o( 'view conlalns tho dark 11mb side of 
the Juplte,' disk (sec look angle position no. Z on 
the right part of Fig. A-Z) then the 100 arcaec 
squaro aperture of the IPP locked on that look 
nngle will cover less and less illuminatf!'d .acg-
ments of the Juplt:el' disk as time goes or.'. (See 
ill " I :: 
" I. 
D· 7. 
" w iil ,. 
4. 
). 
20 
OAYl 168 
GMT 23.24.116 
I. 
.'---' 
70 g: 
:z f,O 
E§ ~o 
~ 40 
~ 30 
E 20 
" 
7.~ 
" 
" 
4. 
DAY, 169 
GMT 1l!.28.~ 
look anglo position no. Z on lho left pnrt o( Fig. 
A-Z.) This measurement rationale waS followed 
in tho sccond experiment. 
Fig. A-3 shows sovoral seU of sample a o£ the 
IPP Intensity output £ro'1l the sccond mCD.auroment 
oxporiment. Both the l'cd nnd blue channel out-
puts nrc shown. (It is noted thnt the blUe channel 
outputs contain considerable ahot noise which is 
not subtracted £rllm the displnyed hiBtogrnms. 
Typically, the value. shown In the (lr8t and In.t 
1'011 sectors o£ the blue intenaity histogrnms nrc 
nearly oqual to the instrumont noIse.) The 
DAY, 169 
GMT 19.01.18 
DAY, 110 
GMT 111.28.43 
ROLL SECTORS 
Fig, A-3. Scanning Jupiter in June 1974j Output Samples from the IPP in the Imaging Mode 
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bottom 1e[t histograms arc among tho £irst recorded 
data, and the upper right histograms arc among the 
last recorded data. They arc separated by about 
Z 7 hours. The time sequence or the hhtogrnms in 
oach column stnl."ts at the bottom. Each column 
shows the IPP nutputs in livo subsequent revolu-
tions covering 1 min time history per column. The 
time separation betweon the four columns cnn be 
se.n from the Day/GMT time of data taking indi-
cated at the top DC the £iguro. 
The overall decrease of the rQcordcd intenSity 
with time iB clearly B.en in Fig. A-3 as predict.d. 
A rough calibration relating the change in the total 
light intensity to the relative natural motion of 
Jupiter in the cone nnglo direction during Z7 hours 
shows the following results, The rate of cone angle 
decrease calculated from the nctual trajectory and 
the nominal spin axis pointing is about O. OOOZ deg/ 
hOllr which gives 0.0054 deg (-ZO arc-sec) r.lative 
motion in the cone anglc direction. This is ncarly 
one fifth or the widest illuminated part of the 
zz 
, 
J 
Jupiter disk in the con. angle direction. If the 
scnnninJ; conc angle in position no. 2. Was initially 
so a. indicated in the right part of FIg. A-Z (which 
agrees rCD.so.nably with the initial obsorvations in 
positions 1 and 2) and if We movo the cone angle by 
about 15-Z0 arcsec to the left (BOO the left part of 
Fig. A-Z), it would produce about 50-60'}'. decrease 
in the scann.d illuminated part of the Jupiter disk 
which checks reasonably well with the observed 
vnlue. Of course, this rough calibration only 
shows that position changes in the cone angle direc .. 
tion can be observed at least down to tho 20 arCBeC 
level. It docs not mean that there is a spin axis 
wobble with that amplitude. It only means that 
wobbie with that amplitude Bhould be detectabie. A 
visual evaluation of selected segments or data did 
not reveal spin axis wobble on the 20 areSee level. 
Further computer analYSis is planned on the data 
obtained to extract the underlying information from 
the measurements in a reliable and systematic 
manner. It is expected that the tinal data analysis 
will yield results better than 10 arcsce. 
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